[Tumor markers in monitoring of neoplasms].
Prophylaxis, diagnosis, radical treatment and monitoring have a basic significance in the clinic of head cancers. The aim of the clinical course of malignant disease preferred prematurely detection of the recurrence. In the monitoring wide applications have tumor markers. The authors present the results on the sensitivity of seven biochemical tumor markers (AFP, Ca-9, CEA, TPA, NSE, ferritin and SCC) in 42 patients with neoplasm of the head. The sensitivity is for AFP-0%, CEA-10%. Attention was drawn to the relatively high sensitivity for TPA, NSE, ferritin and SCC, particularly for the neoplasms of oral cavity (TPA-45%, NSE-68%, ferritin-38%, SCC-55%) and the pharynx (Ca 19-9-38%, TPA-63%, NSE-62%, ferritin-42%, SCC-83%).